
How old?

together 21

together 54

together 51
23



How heavy?
24



How expensive?

80

76
25


	Preface
	Exercises in algebra mostly have a reproductive character. After one or more examples the student...
	This way of exercising can only be effective if it is practiced with frequency during a long time...
	In connection with the project ’Long Term Algebra’, and inspired by ideas for primary education w...
	These are exercise not meant for training automatisms, but for challenging the students to think ...
	In other exercises the variables represent positive (rational or real) numbers; negative numbers ...
	In the article ’Algebra kan ook natuurlijk zijn’ (Algebra can also be natural; published earlier ...
	Some ideas from the collection were part of the inspiration for designing Algebra Applets on Wisw...
	Martin Kindt
	Utrecht, June 2004
	Algebra can also be natural
	Complaints about algebraic ability are nothing new. Their vehemence and number have increased rec...
	Or is there something wrong with the way mathematics is taught? Some people blame advanced calcul...
	We believe that the complaints about the lack of elementary algebraic ability are not unfounded. ...
	It said so in the book
	We presented a group of students (15/16 years old, pre-university) with a problem that included a...
	Apparently, Dürer, who had a lot of affinity for geometry, didn’t see that arithmetic and algebra...
	The observer confirmed this, but also asked for an explanation. That was too much to ask for; the...
	is an identity.
	This turned out to be insurmountably difficult. Once the observer returned from looking at what t...
	Automatisms exit?
	We also had this kind of experiences in the Profi project in which a new math program for pre-uni...
	The content of the Dutch algebra program for basic secondary education was strongly influenced by...
	In the justification of the Dutch 12-16 mathematics curriculum it says literally: Algebra concern...
	In educational practice this means that from the beginning there is a lot of attention in the alg...
	The width of the total math curriculum on the one hand and the objective formulated above on the ...
	In the most recent editions of most textbooks we can see as a reaction a certain increase in ster...
	Yet we have to conclude that long ago students knew, at least up to their final exams, many more ...
	In current math education there is rightly more attention from the beginning to building formulas...
	We recall one example in a pre-university group (16-18), where students had to calculate the diff...
	Beginners’ algebra in three methods
	When comparing the latest edition of the three leading Dutch math methods (say A, B and C) for th...
	Overview of first year algebra (chapter titles) in the three methods:
	We direct our attention towards traditional aspects of school algebra, namely ‘arithmetic with sy...
	A starts with symbolic arithmetic in chapter 8: operating with formulas.
	The chapter starts with ‘machines’ which are used to describe (linear) relations.
	Then the translation to a formula is made and the accompanying graphs are looked at. Then ‘true-t...
	After a few examples of the type:
	it says: you have to write down this kind of reduction without an intermediate step. Under the to...
	Four chapters later ‘powers and formulas’ are treated. The first three paragraphs contain some ni...
	Sometimes, it seems as if the authors are incapable of, or refuse to, apply didactical principles...
	In B the algebra list contains more chapters, but they are shorter. Symbolic calculation has clea...
	The very careful build-up continues in the chapter Comparing to finally end in Equations, which g...
	C only looks at (linear) word formulas in chapter 8, called Formulas. Chapter 11 (Variables) is t...
	Chapter 13, Powers, starts with a meaningful introduction. In the third paragraaf (calculating wi...
	Calculating with letters clearly doesn’t go as far as in A; for example, there are no terms with ...
	American algebra
	Together with a team from the University of Madison, the Freudenthal Institute has developed in t...
	The strand ’Processes’ can more or less be compared with what is called ’Relationships’ in the Du...
	The strand ’Restrictions’ contains solving equations or systems of equations, first in a pre-form...
	In Dutch education there is less attention for systems of equations and optimization problems, an...
	Finally, there is the ‘Pattern-line’, which is mainly concerned with the continuation of discover...
	Experience with algebra in Mathematics in Context has taught us that it is possible to have young...
	Algebra down the drain?
	In his inaugural lecture ’Math education down the drain’ (Wiskundeonderwijs naar de knoppen) prof...
	In the meantime the graphic calculator (GC) has become established in the higher grades of pre-un...
	Nation-wide introduction of the GC was preceded by developmental research from the Freudenthal In...
	(...) The use of the graphic calculator incites the students to set themselves new problems and g...
	Whether or not this ideal can be achieved, depends on many factors. For instance, one textbook de...
	An example of didactic use of the GC is what is called ‘graphical algebra’. Graphically seen, mul...
	A strength of the GC is that transformations of graphs can be performed quickly, with the student...
	Generally speaking it is possible to say that on the one hand graphically establishing and/or ver...
	Before too long we can expect the introduction of the symbolic calculator (SC). This will mean th...
	Starting algebra with ‘natural numbers’.
	Let us return to the beginning of algebra education. In the first year of secondary education it ...
	A few simple examples. The teacher can ask the students to think of two natural numbers that toge...
	The problem is also richer than it appears at first sight; it’s possible to hang the entire theor...
	Another simple example is the linear expression. Working in the domain of non-negative integers a...
	Of course there is much that needs to precede this, and much also depends on presentation. In the...
	A linear expression in one real variable acquires a (geometrical) face once the graph has been di...
	An expression in two variables is (probably) too much for young students to look at the graphical...
	In relation with this we’d like to mention a nice example, from W.W. Sawyer’s work ’Vision in Ele...
	Look at the adjoining row of problems:
	The student is asked to continue the row.
	Can he count on 2 continuing to be the outcome?
	And if ‘yes’, then the answer requires a ‘proof’.
	An initial suggestion could be to represent the products with a dot pattern (as already used by t...
	For instance:
	Another couple of examples, and the insight into why it is always true, will start to grow. The g...
	Teachers shouldn’t underestimate the problems students can have with that last representation. Th...
	Finally, it’s possible to work towards the formula:
	(n + 1) ¥ (n + 2) – n ¥ (n + 3) = 2
	It’s possible to choose a more mature version for slightly older students.
	Choose four consecutive natural numbers; take the product of the middle two and that of the outsi...
	Th student will have to get the idea of representing the four numbers by for example n, n + 1, n ...
	A third option is to present the problem using number strips. The translation to the above formul...
	(n + 1) (n + 2) – n (n + 3) = n (n + 2) + (n + 2) – n (n + 2) – n = 2
	This type of activities, where the student experiences the ‘strength’ of algebra in revealing ari...
	Another activity which is stimulated rarely in the teaching methods is the making of so-called ‘o...
	The world of whole numbers contains some beautiful opportunities for problem oriented algebra tea...
	Negative numbers and geometrical algebra
	In one of the previous example we already made use of the so-called ‘rectangular model’ for multi...
	An intermediate step, created by the previously mentioned W.W.Sawyer, is the multiplication table...
	The idea of the table has been picked up very well in some textbooks and is also used for the rev...
	In fact this last scheme is more useful, because it allows moving on to a product of three or mor...
	Productive practice and structures
	In the previously mentioned textbook A there is the following problem in a paragraph where almost...
	A class has to make ten reductions for a test. Every reductions has 12ab as a result. Think of te...
	This is an example of what is called ‘own production’. The learning effect of such problems can b...
	A slightly stronger example of ‘productive practice’ fits in with a theme we named ‘the price of ...
	Price list:
	One can for example establish that (3n + m)2 has a price of 6 points; after all, we are careful t...
	For that matter, the game isn’t without practival value, because the ‘points’ can be seen as a me...
	Economic calculating has already been put into practice by Newton.
	He discovered for example that calculating values of the polynom
	y4 – 4y3 + 5y2 – 12y + 17
	takes much more time for substitution in this expression, than for substitution in the equivalent...
	y (y (y (y – 4) + 5) – 12) + 17
	or
	(((y – 4) y + 5) y – 12) y + 17
	In Newton’s notation:
	In our points game the first polynom expression has 20 points, while the second expression (known...
	Aside: it wouldn’t be a bad idea to confront the students with Newton’s notation. In the first pl...
	The most terse way to clarify the structure of a complex algebraic expression is perhaps the use ...
	In the light of later use of graphic or symbolic calculators it is of the utmost importance that ...
	Other expressions to analyze these structures are ‘operational trees’ and ‘arrow chains’, but we ...
	Testing formulas
	Polya writes in Mathematical Discovery (volume 1) off the importance of testing formulas by payin...
	In this expression, a, b and c represent the sides of the triangle and s the half circumference .
	Next, the formula could be tested for several aspects.
	One formula can yield a cornucopia of meaninful algebra exercises like this. We picked a rather c...
	We remark that the formula is still not proven even after the described research. The pure geomet...
	Points of attention
	Looking at the textbooks, there is plenty to do in the coming years to improve the teaching of al...
	Introducing formulas to solve challenging problems, is the only thing that can give meaning to al...
	We explicitly ask for more attention for sequences and number problems in secondary education. No...
	In our opinion the following list of points of attentions is important for developers of algebra ...
	Students should be made to experience that the potency of algebra goes further than concisely des...
	Sum and product(I)
	Sum and product (II)
	From two natural numbers you only know the sum, this is 20.
	If the numbers were 6 and 14 their product should be 84.
	But there are other pairs of natural numbers which sum is equal to 20.
	Their product will differ from 84.
	® Below you see a chart with the numbers 1, 2, ..., 100.
	Colour all cells that correspond with a possible product.
	® Write the results in a sequence from large to small.
	Do you discover any pattern in this sequence? Which one?
	Sum and product (III)
	Two natural numbers have a product equal to 24.
	® What can be their sum?
	Three natural numbers have a som equal to 10.
	® What can be their product?
	Sum and product (IV)
	A and B represent natural numbers
	Perimeter and area (I)
	The length and width of a rectangle are a whole number of centimeters, but you
	don’t know how many. The perimeter is equal to 18 centimeters.
	® Draw all possible rectangles.
	How many square centimeters can be the area?
	The length and width of a rectangle are a whole number of centimeters.
	You have to know that the area is equal to 18 cm.
	® Draw all possible rectangles.
	How many centimeters can be the perimeter?
	A rectangle has perimeter of 22 cm and area 28 cm2.
	® How long and how wide is the rectangle?
	Perimeter and area (II)
	A and B represent whole numbers.
	Suppose the perimeter of the shape above is 52 cm.
	® What can be the area?
	Suppose the area of the shape above is 42 cm2.
	® What can be the perimeter?
	Perimeter and area (III)
	® Fill in expressions for perimeter and area.
	® Design a problem about perimeter and area of such a cross figure.
	Find the three numbers
	How old?
	How heavy?
	How expensive?
	Dot patterns (I)
	Groups of birds sometimes fly in a V-pattern.
	V-pattern with dots:
	The figure shows the first four V-patterns. Each pattern has a number in the sequence. Below you ...
	® Which number in the sequence has this V-pattern?
	® How many dots has the V-pattern with number 85 in the sequence?
	® Does exist a V-pattern with 35778 dots? Why or why not?
	® Give a rule to find the number of dots of a V-pattern, knowing the number in
	the sequence.
	® Represent this rule by a direct formula; use the letters n and V
	(n = number in the sequence, V = number of dots)
	Dot patterns (II)
	During a show a squadron of airplanes flied in a W-formation.
	Look at the begin of a sequence of W-patterns:
	® Fill in the table:
	® How many dots are in the W-pattern number 25?
	® Find a direct formula to describe the number of dots in any W-pattern.
	(n = number in the sequence, W = number of dots)
	® What is the relationship between a W-number and a V-number
	corresponding with the same number n?
	Is this W = 2 ¥ V or not? Explain your answer
	® Choose another letter-pattern by yourself and find a corresponding formula.
	Dice patterns
	Of course you know the six dot patterns on a dice:
	® Which pattern, a or b, has the biggest number of dots?
	You can answer this question without counting the dots!
	® Which pattern, c or d, has the biggest number of dots?:
	Operating with number strips (I)
	Operating with number strips (II)
	Operating with number strips (III)
	Operating with number strips (IV)
	Strips and charts (I)
	® Find the number that corresponds with m = 3 and n = 2
	® Also for m = 3 and n = 5
	® A horizontal row in the chart corresponds to m = 4. Which one?
	® A .................row in the chart corresponds to n = 5. Which one?
	® Which numbers from the chart corespond to m = n?
	® Make a number strip for this numbers with the corresponding expression.
	Strips and charts (II)
	® Fill in the chart. Which expression fits with the chart?
	® Which strip fits with m = 3? What is the corresponding expression?
	® Same questions for n = 0.
	® Also for m = n.
	® Also for m = n + 1.
	Strips and charts (III)
	® Which expression fits with the chart?
	® From which strips can the chart be made?
	Operating with expressions (I)
	Operating with expressions (II)
	Vertices, edges, faces (I)
	Vertices, edges, faces (II)
	Vertices, edges, faces (III)
	Formulas for perimeters (I)
	Formulas for perimeters (II)
	Polynomials and weights (I)
	Polynomials and weights (II)
	Polynomials and weights (III)
	Equivalent (I)
	Equivalent (II)
	Equivalent (III)
	Red-white-blue (I)
	The number strip has a repeating pattern red-white-blue-red-white-blue, etc.
	® What colour has the cell of number 100? The same question for 1000?
	® Which of the numbers between 1000 and 1010 are in a red cell?
	® Find a ’blue number’ of five digits.
	® If you add two ’red numbers’ , you always get a red number.
	Do you think this true? Why??
	® What can you say about the sum of two ’blue numbers’ ?
	Red-white-blue (II)
	Below you see separate strips of the red, white and blue numbers .
	® Give an expression to each number strip.
	Red-white-blue (III)
	The red, white and blue numbers can be represented by dot patterns.
	For example:
	From the dot patterns you can understand: White + Blue = Red
	® Explain this.
	®Complete the chart for all combinations of colours.
	Different differences (I)
	Different differences (II)
	Different differences (III)
	Let it be true (I)
	Let it be true (II)
	Let it be true (III)
	Generation problems
	On the number line (I)
	On the number line (II)
	On the number line (III)
	On the number line (IV)
	Dot patterns (I)
	Dot patterns (II)
	Dot patterns (III)
	Strips and dots (I)
	Strips and dots (II)
	Strips and dots (III)
	Number spiral (I)
	Number spiral (II)
	Geometric Algebra (I)
	Geometric Algebra (II)
	Geometric Algebra (III)
	Geometric Algebra (IV)
	Isn’t it remarkable? (I)
	How remarkable? (II)
	Strips and expressions (I)
	Strips and expressions (II)
	Formulas about squares
	Powerful tables (I)
	Powerful tables (II)
	Powerful tables (III)
	Divisors(I)
	Divisors (II)
	Divisors (III)
	Prime numbers
	The Greek scholar Eratosthenes lived about 240 before Chr.
	Eratosthenes was a universal man ; besides a mathematician he also was, historian, geographer, ph...
	Furthermore he found a smart way to find prime numbers ....
	Look at the ’hundred-chart’ belowr.
	1 is no prime number, so the cell of 1 is shaded.
	2 is a prime number , the cell of 2 remains white.
	Then all the cells of multiples of 2 are shaded.
	3 is a prime number; the cell of 3 remains white.
	* Now shade the cells of all multiples of 3, which are not already shaded.
	5 is a prime number; the cell of 5 remains white.
	* Now shade the cells of all multiples of 5, which are not already shaded.
	7 is a prime number; the cell of 5 remains white.
	* Now shade the cells of all multiples of 7, which are not already shaded
	Now all white cells are containing a prime numberl!
	* How can you explain this?
	Hint: consider the prime number after 7, that is 11. What are the multiples of 11 smaller than 10...
	Prime factors
	Amicable numbers (I)
	Amicable numbers (II)
	Operating with powers (I)
	Operating with powers (II)
	Operating with powers (III)
	Between two squares
	Between two cubes
	You can count on it (I)
	You can count on it (II)
	You can count on it (III)
	You can count on it (IV)
	Dictation
	The price of algebra (I)
	Price list:
	The price of algebra (II)
	The price of algebra (III)
	Splitting fractions (I)
	Splitting fractions (II)
	Fractions on strips (I)
	Fractions on strips (II)
	Multiplying fractions (I)
	Multiplying fractions (II)
	Mediants (I)
	Mediants (II)
	Adding fractions
	Trees with fractions (I)
	Trees with fractions (II)
	More fractions
	Painting a cube (I)
	Painting a cube (II)
	Triangular numbers and squares
	Oblong numbers and squares
	A remarkable identity (I)
	A remarkable identity (II)
	A remarkable identity (III)
	A remarkable identity (IV)
	Divisible by 6
	Multiplying differences (I)
	Multiplying differences (II)
	Multiplying differences (III)
	Squares of sums (I)
	Squares of sums (II)
	a2 + b2 + c2 + 2ab + 2ac +2bc
	I say your beauty minus your eyes is a
	the spirit that darts in you is b
	your eyes
	c
	added and at least given a square:
	(a + b + c)2
	Squares of sums (III)
	Squares of differences (I)
	Squares of differences (II)
	More about squares
	Sum, difference, product
	Equations with squares (I)
	Equations with squares (II)
	Equations with squares (III)
	Antique equation (I)
	Antique equation (II)
	Factorizing (I)
	Factorizing (II)
	Formula with cubes(I)
	Formula with cubes (II)
	A remarkable pattern


